Ultrasound-triggered PLGA microparticle destruction and degradation for controlled delivery of local cytotoxicity and drug release.
In this study, we investigated the low intensity ultrasound (US)-controlled delivery of local cytotoxicity and drug release via induced destruction and degradation of microparticles (MPs) made of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA). This study was conducted in vitro with potential application towards tumor treatment in conjunction with direct injection. MPs, either loaded with or without doxorubicin (DOX), were prepared using a double-emulsion solvent-evaporation technique. First, the MPs were exposed to US with duty cycle (DC)-modulation. The destruction and degradation of MPs were evaluated using light and scanning electron microscopy. Second, the effects of US-mediated destruction/degradation of MPs on the local cytotoxicity as well as DOX release were evaluated. US-triggered MP destruction/degradation significantly enhanced nearby cell death and DOX release. These affects occurred in proportion to the DC. Our findings indicate that controlled cytotoxicity and DOX release by US could be useful in developing the minimally invasive therapeutic applications for tumor treatment.